A Report on Winter Snowpack-Augmentation
Abstract

Cloud seeding to increase winter snowpacks over mountainous regions
of the western United States have been in existence for almost 40 years.
However, our understanding of the physical processes taking place in
the clouds in response to this seeding and the expected precipitation
increases are still subjects of great scientific interest and investigation.
Recent field observations that have emphasized direct physical observations of winter clouds, their structure and liquid water content, as
well as their response to the injection of glaciogenic seeding agents
have added to our knowledge. These physical observations are helping
to provide some insight into the mechanisms of precipitation increases,
inferred from statistical analyses, that have been reported in certain
winter orographic cloud seeding programs. This paper attempts to compare physical and statistical results, to show consistency, and to help
provide limits to what one might expect when winter snowpack augmentation is applied within suitable cloud systems.

1. Introduction

Shortly after the discovery of the utility of dry ice and silver
iodide as cloud seeding agents, Bergeron (1949) presented a
conceptual model of their use for increasing winter snowpack
on mountain ranges. Subsequent reviews of the physical basis
of orographic snowpack augmentation have revealed increasingly sophisticated views of the physical processes involved
(e.g. Ludlam 1955; Grant and Kahan 1974; and Elliott 1986).
This paper will compare results from two separate types of
winter snowpack augmentation field programs. The first type,
referred to as ''statistical," are projects designed to determine
the increases in snowfall within a predefined target area Using
randomized seeding methods. Given sufficient sample sizes,
researchers hope to obtain from these projects statistically significant results on the precipitation increases produced. The
second type, referred to as''physical,'' are those projects whose
main objective is to determine the natural precipitation processes taking place in wintertime clouds over the region and
how these processes might be augmented through seeding. A
strong emphasis is placed on determining the temporal and
spatial distribution of supercooled liquid water (SLW) in these
clouds. Secondly, by using direct, physical measurements, the
effects of seeding are tracked, from release of the seeding
material in cloud, through the growth of the seeded particles
to precipitation size, and until subsequent fallout on the surface.
With this tracking approach, called the "physical-links-in-thechain" approach, a multitude of parameters are measured along
this chain. The statistical programs, in contrast, measure precipitation amounts only.
Fortunately, the physical experiments were conducted in close
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proximity to the statistical projects. The results from these
physical studies (listed in table 1) are used to provide scientific
plausibility for the statistical results reported. (For a further
description of these two different types of experiments see
Elliott [1986]).
CLIMAX (Mielke et al. 1981), a randomized, ground-based
seeding program that operated during the 1960s in the central
Colorado Rockies, has reported statistically significant increases in snowpack through cloud seeding. CRADP (Colorado
River Augmentation Demonstration Program) and COSE (Colorado Orographic Seeding Experiment), conducted in the early
to mid-1980s, provides supporting physical observations to the
CLIMAX statistical results.
The Bridger Range experiment was an exploratory, randomized cloud-seeding experiment conducted in southwestern Montana during the winters of 1970-71 and 1971-72. This project
also reported statistically significant increases in snowpack
through ground-based seeding (Super and Heimbach 1983; Super
1986). Much later, detailed physical observations were made
at this same location in an attempt to provide direct physical
observations of the seeding affects (Super and Heimbach 1988).
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) of California, since the early 1950s, has been conducting an ongoing,
long-term randomized, winter cloud-seeding program near Lake
Almanor (Mooney and Lunn 1969). From 1976 to 1987, the
Bureau of Reclamation's Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project (SCPP)
(Reynolds and Dennis 1986) was conducted some 75 miles to
the south of the PG&E program site, making extensive physical
observations within natural and seeded wintertime clouds. Figure 1 shows the location of these programs.
Major observations from five physically based programs listed
in table 1 will be reviewed. In particular, both the distribution
of SLW and its relationship to storm structure and organization,
as well as the observed temporal and spatial variability of SLW,
will be discussed. A physical basis for seeding and the advantages and disadvantages of various seeding (treatment) methods
will be reviewed in the context of both the directly observed
and statistically inferred seeding increases reported.
Finally, the importance of numerical modeling studies in
providing insight and guidance into the conduct of snowpack
augmentation programs will be reviewed and suggestions of
the direction for future field studies will be provided.
2. Supercooled liquid water studies

According to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
(1982), a cloud is considered to be seedable for increasing
precipitation if (a) the collision-coalescence process between
cloud drops is inefficient, (b) the rate of formation of supercooled condensate exceeds or is comparable to the rate of depletion of supercooled water, and (c) there is sufficient time
Vol. 69, No. 11, November 1988
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Recent or ongoing winter orographic research programs with a strong in situ and remote-sensing observational base.

Project

Agency/Funding

Period of
operation

Primary
study area

COSE (Colorado
Orographic Seeding
Experiment)
CRADP (Colorado River
Augmentation
Demonstration Program)
SCPP (Sierra Cooperative
Pilot Project)

Colorado State
Univ./NSF

Winter 1981/82
Winter 1984/85

Park Range Colorado

Bureau of
Reclamation

Grand Mesa, Colorado

Utah

Multiple
Agencies /NO A A

Bridger Range

NSF/Bureau

Winter 1982/83
through
Winter 1985/86
Winter 1976/77
through
Winter 1986/87
Winter 1980/81
Winter 1982/83
Winter 1984/85
Winter 1986/87
Winter 1984/85

Bureau of
Reclamation

for the additional ice particles produced by seeding to grow
and reach the surface.
To test item (b) and to design a physically sound method for
utilizing SLW in augmenting precipitation it is critical that the
horizontal and vertical distributions of SLW in clouds be measured.
Various means exist for determining the presence of SLW in
clouds. The existence of SLW can be inferred from the observation of water-saturated layers on a rawinsonde sounding (Heggli and Rauber 1988), or from the existence of rime on snowflakes falling on the upper elevations of a mountain (Deshler
et al. 1986). More direct observations are available, in situ,
from aircraft platforms with on board SLW sensors (Heggli et
al. 1983; Rauber and Grant 1986), from icing-rate meters located at mountain top level (Henderson and Solak 1983), or
through the use of dual-channel microwave radiometers (Hogg
et al. 1983). Measurements of SLW using combinations of these
observing techniques within the physically based programs discussed in the introduction have led to the development of conceptual models of SLW production over a mountain.
Recent studies on the west coast of the United States, specifically those conducted in the Sierra Nevada of California by
Heggli and Rauber (1988) and Reynolds and Kuciauskas (1988),
have provided detailed observations of SLW in storms there.
The northwest-southeast (330°-150°) orientation of the Sierra
Nevada in the vicinity of Lake Tahoe has a direct influence on
SLW production, based on the local zonal or meridional character of the large-scale flow.
For storms impacting the Sierra Nevada in a strong west-toeast zonal flow, liquid water tends to occur postfrontally both
in response to the veering of low-level winds (more perpendicular to the mountains) and the removal of an upper cold
1

For the presence of SLW in mountain clouds in winter, Hill (1986)
has noted the importance of flow normal to a given mountain barrier,
the necessity for warm cloud tops, and weak, embedded convection.
It is generally required that the passage of a transient synoptic-scale
weather system occur in order to provide the large-scale setting for
moist low-level flow into the mountain. It has been observed that SLW
can occur during any portion of a storm. However, there appear to be
certain periods within a storm that produce the highest amounts of
SLW, depending on storm trajectories and the stage of development of
the storm.
1

Central Sierra Nevada
Tushar Mountains, Utah
Bridger Range, Montana

FIG. 1. Schematic depiction of project site locations for both
physical (open circles) and statistical (dots) projects referred to in
this paper.

cloud shield that might act as a natural seeding source. Prefrontally, the combination of cold, deep clouds and winds blowing along the barrier, sometimes as a strong southerly jet (Parish
1982), minimizes excesses in SLW (see figure 2a).
The zonal-type storms are usually in the dissipating stage as
they impact the Sierra Nevada. Browning and Monk (1982)
have developed a conceptual picture of the frontal structure for
this type of storm that provides a framework for identifying
potentially seedable locations (see figure 3). As mentioned, in
this postfrontal region several factors contribute to excesses in
SLW. First, the warming of cloud tops limits primary-ice production. Second, the dry air overriding the moist low-level air
increases potential instability, an instability that manifests itself
in the form of weak embedded convection as the moist lowlevel air is forced over the mountain. This instability contributes
substantially to SLW production. Third, the winds are more
barrier-perpendicular postfrontally, increasing the orographic
lift. Reynolds and Kuciauskas (1988) show that even the more
vigorous storms with a more classic cold-frontal structure have
the same tendency for SLW production postfrontally. Figure 4
shows an example of such a storm. Note the general increase
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FIG. 2. Schematic depiction of low-level windflow with respect to
the cold front for (a) storms traveling in a southwesterly flow aloft
with liquid water occurring post-frontally and (b) storms traveling in
a northwest to northerly flow aloft with liquid water occurring prefrontally.

FIG. 4. Composite temporal analysis for the 26-27 March storm
crossing the central Sierra Nevada (time increases to the left), from
top to bottom; (A) 0 time-height from the Sheridan rawinsonde. Features noted, WF (warm front), CF (cold front), J (jet maxima), and
scalloped line indicates cloud boundaries as estimated using relative
humidity, satellite cloud top temperatures, and the "Sheridan-radar"
cloud tops. Computed 250° condensate supply rate integrated from
surface to 5 km over Sheridan is shown at the time of the soundings.
(B) Vertically integrated liquid water from the dual-channel microwave
radiometer at Kingvale. (C) Time-height radar-reflectivity profile over
Kingvale as determined by the Sheridan radar. Minimum detectable
signal over Kingvale is 8 dBZ. (D) Precipitation rate (mm • h" )
measured by a weighing-type precipitation gauge at Kingvale (Reynolds
and Kuciauskas 1988).
e

FIG. 3. Conceptual model of a split front and indicated regions of
seeding opportunity. (After Browning and Monk 1982).

in SLW (determined from radiometric measurements) associated with a corresponding drop in cloud top, a decrease in radar
reflectivity, and a decrease in precipitation rate at this same
location.
Competing processes can occur within shallow orographic
cloud systems. Release of latent instability by forced ascent
can develop pockets of natural ice. Strong evaporative cooling
near cloud top induced by mixing can lead to natural areas of
high concentrations of ice crystals. In addition, regions of coalescence-grown drops can lead to rapid glaciation by the Hallet-Mossop (1974) process. These processes together lead to
the high variability of SLW and ice observed in these cloud
types.
For storms moving in from a more northerly direction (meridional flow), SLW generally occurs prefrontally. Here the
winds are more perpendicular to the barrier, causing an increased low-level condensate supply and increased SLW. Postfrontally, the winds veer to a northerly direction or "parallel"
to the mountain (see figure 2b).
When SLW exists it is necessary to know its amounts, duration, and its vertical and horizontal extent. Aircraft obser-

1

vations have been used extensively to determine the spatial
variability of SLW, but only to within 500 to 1000 m of the
underlying terrain. The application of the radiometer within
various mountain locations allows determination of the temporal variability of SLW and the direct comparison among
different geographical locations of integrated SLW observed
from cloud base through cloud top. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution of SLW observed at three separate geographic locations. Note that approximately 85 percent of the
time SLW is observed, it has a value below 0.2 mm. Using a
2

For this graph, data availability varied depending on the project.
For SCPP, 775 hours of SLW observations were available from four
seasons, 1983-84 through 1986-87. for CRADP, 958 hours of observations were available for the period November through December
1983 and January through March 1985. For Utah, 719 hours of observations were used for the period February through March 1985. This
distribution is similar to one produced using 179 hours of radiometer
data from the 1983 Utah field project.
2
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mean cloud depth of 2 km this value converts to an average
liquid-water content of less than 0.1 g • m . Higher liquidwater contents thus occur infrequently. At all three field sites
the SLW is concentrated in the lowest kilometer above the
barrier at temperatures of from 0 to — 10°C (Heggli and Rauber
1988; Rogers et al. 1986; Boe and Super 1986; Rauber et al.
1986). All three programs report that SLW, when it is present,
is highly variable in space and time due to the variability of
orographic flow over complex terrain and the convective nature
of the cloud. However, SLW on the average can exist from 6
to longer than 48 hours. Values above 0.3 mm normally last
for only 6 to 10 hours. However, it is felt that even three hours
is sufficient time to ready seeding systems (ground or aerial)
and allow sufficient time for seeding within these SLW opportunities.
Developing techniques to predict SLW occurrence (opportunity recognition) is needed, especially if the best opportunities
occur during only 10 to 15 percent of the time SLW is observed.
Reynolds and Kuciauskas (1988) provide examples of the utility
of satellite and radar remote sensing in providing several hours
of lead time for cloud-seeding activities to be initiated during
these higher SLW periods. Satellite and radar observations are
useful because during the transformation of deep stable clouds
into more shallow orographic clouds, distinct differences in
cloud-top temperature can be seen in satellite infrared imagery
and the associated rainbands can be tracked in radar displays.
Diurnal and seasonal trends in SLW, as has been observed
in SCPP, also occur. Lee (1988) has shown that higher observed
SLW exists during the night than during daylight hours. His
results are based on radiometer, mountain top-icing data, and
rawinsonde data that infer a higher frequency of saturated layers
near the surface at night. Rangno (1986) alludes to this diurnal
trend based upon his observations of winter mountain clouds.
He suggests that cloud bases descend at night while cloud-top
heights increase, leading to higher frequencies of water-saturated clouds near the mountain. The observations suggest a
higher potential for ground-based seeding at night than during
the day.
Regarding seasonal or monthly trends, one may now ask
what the potential seeding opportunities are in normal to belownormal precipitation periods. One may consider as an index to
seedability, icing occurrence at mountain-top level as measured
by an automatic icing-rate meter (Henderson and Solak
1983), or by direct measurements of rime icing (Hindman 1986).
Figure 6 shows for the past two winters monthly precipitation
as a percentage of normal at Blue Canyon, California, a recording gauge site at the 1500-m level in the central Sierra
Nevada. It also shows the number of "icing trips" logged at
Squaw Peak at the 2700-m level on the crest of the Sierra
Nevada.
Figure 6 shows an extreme example of a wet month and dry
month having similar icing. February 1986 precipitation for
that site was 411 percent of the normal precipitation; December
1986 precipitation was only 22 percent of the normal precipitation. In general, the figure shows similar icing events for
3

average to below-normal months as well as excessively wet
months. This data implies that for certain dry months, storms
may be frequent but produce much less precipitation. As discussed earlier in this section, it is the weak or weakening
portions of storms that produce substantial periods of SLW.
The significance of this phenomenon is that seeding may well
be possible when it is most needed. A much longer record
period is required to confirm this, however. Super and Heimbach (1988) also show that considerable potential for increasing
snowpack is present in well below normal snowfall seasons.
This potential, however, may not be present in drought years,
such as 1976-1977 when almost no storms effected the western
U.S.
By way of review, the shallow orographic cloud, considered
the best candidate for winter snowpack augmentation, is described in figure 7. The figure shows fairly low concentrations
of liquid water, within the lowest kilometer above the barrier,
at temperatures of from 0° to - 10°C. There is some tendency
for a nighttime maximum and for possibly significant periods
of SLW to occur even during below-normal precipitation periods.

FIG. 5. Cumulative distribution of integrated supercooled liquid
water as measured by a vertically pointing microwave radiometer at
various field site locations noted. Averaging interval varied from 15
min (Utah) to 1 h (Colorado and California).

3

An icing trip is defined as one transmission from the sensor initiated
when a specified mass of ice collects on the sensing element. Each
transmission, or trip, is followed by a brief heating cycle which melts
the ice and prepares the instrument for further observations. A maximum of three trips can occur in a five minute period.
3

FIG. 6. Monthly precipitation and percent of normal at Blue
Canyon, CA, and icing trips at Squaw Peak from ETI (1987).
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atures below -5°C and in concentrations of 10-100 L .
Mechanical turbulence induced by wind flowing over complex terrain is the largest contributor to the transport and dispersion of ground released material. Mechanical turbulence
tends to deepen the boundary layer over such terrain. A rather
consistent set of results is emerging, showing that mechanical
mixing, even in neutral-to-stable environments, can induce 10°20° of lateral plume spread and 0.2 to 0.3 m • s" (500-1000
m rise) induced vertical motion within 20 km of the source.
Obviously convection, with its roots in the boundary layer, will
increase vertical dispersion. However, the dispersion is limited
to narrow vertical columns (chimneys) (Stith et al. 1986). These
results suggest that an appropriate seeding strategy is for generators to be placed 3-5 km apart, located in exposed high
elevation zones within 500-1000 m of the -5°C level, and
positioned no further than 20-30 km from the target area. It
is interesting to note that the three seeding programs discussed
in the introduction that have shown statistically significant results all had generator locations meeting the criteria above.
It is appropriate to discuss briefly some recent findings on
nucleation rates of silver iodide materials because these findings
have a significant bearing on results from the statistical programs that show seeding effects occurring relatively close to
the generators. Fukuta and Schaller (1982), DeMott et al. (1983),
Blumenstein et al. (1987), and Finnegan and Pitter (1988) have
reported that in the presence of high supersaturations, silver
iodide nucleates much more rapidly and with higher yields per
gram of material. Finnegan and Pitter suggest that supersaturations are induced by the combustion of acetone and propane
yielding a large local supply of water vapor. At temperatures
below -5°C, this induces a forced condensation-freezing
mechanism and rapid nucleation within 10-30 m of a generator.
This result provides some physical basis for the documented
seeding results from both the Bridger Range (Super and Heimbach 1988) and for the PG&E Almanor program (Mooney and
Lunn 1969) that reported seeding-induced precipitation increase
within 4-15 km of the generators.
-1

5

1

FIG. 7. Conceptualized drawing of a shallow orographic cloud and
the vertical and horizontal distribution of liquid water. Temperature
scale on left is for Sierra Nevada with colder intermountain regions in
brackets. Radiometer positions shown are indicative of locations
utilized in various programs referred to in figure 1.
3. Tapping cloud water for snow augmentation

The basic concepts of winter orographic cloud modification as
put forth by Ludlam (1955) still hold true today. As mentioned
in the WMO statement of seedability, what is being modified
in winter clouds is a rate process. That is, clouds contain insufficient nuclei, nucleation occurs too late, or nucleation is
too slow to convert the available cloud condensate to precipitation-size particles before the condensate is lost to the lee of
the barrier. Glaciogenic seeding is an attempt to convert the
cloud condensate (small cloud droplets with low terminal velocities) to ice earlier and allow growth to precipitation-size
particles (larger particles with higher terminal velocities) before
the particles pass over the crest. This seeding strategy is known
within the weather modification community as a trajectorylowering hypothesis. In order to implement this concept, seeding material must be introduced at the proper time and place
and in the proper quantity to initiate the precipitation process
efficiently. Only two primary modes of delivery are available
on an operational basis. These are aerial releases and ground
releases. Each have their advantages and disadvantages.
For aerial seeding, one can be assured that the seeding material, be it dry ice (seeding rates of 0.2 to 10 kg • m" ) or
silver iodide (one 20 gm flare every 5 to 10 s or 100-150
gm • hr from an acetone burner), is delivered to the cloud at
the proper location and within the SLW. However, aerial delivery is compromised by cost, aircraft safety factors, and the
limited horizontal dispersion (downwind spread) of a given
seedline. Figure 8 shows the simple advection of a set of aerialreleased seedlines using a horizontal dispersion of 1 m • s as
has been observed in seeding plumes (Deshler et al. 1988).
Note that a substantial volume of cloud is left untreated.
The combination of silver iodide in an acetone solution complexed with either sodium or ammonium iodide (seeding rates
of 20-30 gm/hr) is the standard method of ground delivery.
Advantages are ease of operation, economy, and continuous
seeding for long hours under any weather situation. However,
it does require the seeding material to reach clouds at temper1

4. Treatment effects

Several studies (including some of the physical studies discussed in this paper) have attempted to document through physical observations the effects of seeding in winter stratus and
stratocumulus clouds over mountains and elsewhere. The results of these studies show some consistency. In the presence

_1

_1

4

Weickman (1974) was the first to observe that vertical curtains of
ice crystals growing at different rates (therefore having different fall
velocities) could be spread downwind much more rapidly (2-3 m •
s~') in the presence of vertical speed shear. This observation was
confirmed by Stewart and Marwitz (1982) and Super and Boe (1988).
However, even with vertical speed shear the amount of cloud volume
affected by one aircraft is rather restricted.
An enormous amount of work has gone into documenting the transport and dispersion of ground-released material. Including tracking
silver iodide and other tracers such as sulfur hexafluoride (SF ), (Smith
and Heffernan 1954; Crozier and Seeley 1955; Super 1974; Super and
Heimbach 1988; Holroyd et al. 1988). These studies and others have
documented such features as "dead" layers and barrier jets (Parish
1982), which both contribute to air moving around rather than over
the barrier.
4

5

6
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FIG. 8. Seedline positions and width from 10 to 30 min after seeding assuming a 23.5 m • s windspeed and 1 m • s dispersion rate. Note
the very small volume of air actually treated. Letter identifiers denote locations of SCPP precipitation-gauge sites.
- 1

of ice or water saturation a high concentration of small ice
particles are induced by glaciogenic seeding. Results show only
about 10 percent of the crystals within the plume have preferred
growth towards precipitation-size particles. Therefore, ice-particle concentration changes attributed to seeding are an order
of magnitude less measured at the ground than measured by
aircraft shortly after seeding. Growth rates of seeded crystals
tend to be lower than laboratory-based growth estimates but
can be accounted for through appropriate theoretical considerations. Growth rates for artificial crystals appear to be rather
consistent over a broad temperature range as well. These results
are significant in that they provide a portion of the necessary
information (time-dependent particle fall speeds) required to
effectively target the effects of seeding to a desired location.
Also necessary is adequate knowledge of the horizontal and
vertical wind speed over the mountains.
Figure 9 compares in situ observations of seeded-crystalgrowth rates as observed in three separate field studies to the
laboratory results of Ryan et al. (1976) for crystal growth during
the first few minutes after nucleation. Fukuta and Wang (1984)
confirm that Ryan's results are valid up to 20 min after nu-

_l

cleation. The seeded crystal growth rates average 0.4 to 0.5
jum s" for temperatures from - 1 to - 14°C. No distinct increases occur at -6°C or approaching - 15°C as expected.
Presumably this is because of substantially lower liquid water
contents than the 3 g m" Ryan used in the laboratory. Growth
rates observed in the field include diffusional, accretional, and
aggretational growth mechanisms.
Heymsfield (1982) has described an explicit particle growth
model that has abeen applied by Prasad et al. (1988) to the
SCPP region. Using a liquid-water profile typical of those observed (figure 10) particles were allowed to grow and fall in
this regime using winds developed from the Parish model for
the Sierra Nevada (Parish 1982). Particle diameter as a function
of time is shown in figure 11. Note that all particles between
- 5 ° and - 12°C reach only 600 jum after 40 min., similar to
observed particle sizes induced by seeding. Also note that the
more compact crystals like columns and plates (those most often
observed from seeding) (Stewart and Marwitz 1982; Hobbs
1975b; Super and Boe 1988; Super and Heimbach 1988) have
very efficient riming growth and become lump graupel (snow
pellets) prior to fallout. These model-generated predictions are
1

3
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FIG. 9. Actual observed particle growth rates in seeded plumes
versus the laboratory results of Ryan et al. ( 1 9 7 6 ) .

FIG. 12. Terminal velocity as a function of time for particles released from various temperature levels 60 km upwind of the crest (from
Prasad et al. 1 9 8 8 ) .

FIG. 10. LWC (g • m~ ) distribution in a stratiform-orographic cloud
used in growth rate calculations. Crest of barrier located at 0 km (from
Prasad et al. 1 9 8 8 ) .
3

FIG. 13. Particle trajectories as a function of time for particles originating from various temperature levels initiated 60 km upwind of the
crest (from Prasad et al. 1 9 8 8 ) .

FIG. 11. Maximum particle dimension as a function of time for
particles released from various temperature levels 60 km upwind of
crest using a LWC distribution shown in figure 10. Particles initiated
according to their starting temperature. " A " indicates transition to
spherical particle (from Prasad et al. 1 9 8 8 ) .

consistent with SCPP observations of seeded parcels at the
ground (Deshler et al. 1988). Figure 12 shows that it is the
smaller, compact rimed crystals that fall most rapidly. Figure
13 shows that is is the smaller, compact crystals, initiated lower
in the cloud at lower windspeeds, that have the advantage of
falling out sooner, within 30-40 min, thus affecting the snowpack higher on the windward side of the barrier as desired.
The magnitude of the seeding-induced precipitation increases
directly measured at the ground are summarized in table 2. The
method of seeding and seeding material is given. Note the rather
consistent precipitation rate increases for all aerial seeding studies performed. The average precipitation rate increase is between 0.2 and 0.6 mm • h . This is induced by the 10 to
sometimes 25 L" increase in particle concentration above the
natural background concentration. Because of small dispersion
rates, seeding effects at the surface usually last for only 5-10
1

1
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Direct observations of seeding effects on precipitation rate.

TABLE 2 .

Seeding
Mode

Location

Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Ground**
Ground**

Russia
Colorado
California
Washington
Nevada (Fog)
Montana
Colorado

Reference

Precip Rate Increases
From Seeding
mm • h

Seeding
Material

Leskov 1974
Super & Boe 1988
Deshler et al. 1988
Hobbs 1975
Deshler et al. 1987
Super & Heimbach 988
Super & Boe 1988

0.4
0.10-0.40
*0.3 -1.0
0.15-0.9
0.1 -0.6
0.05-0.2
0.1

C0
Agl
CO AgI
C0 -Agl
C0
Agl
Agl

_1

2

r

2

2

* Concentration changes were 3—10 L at ground.
** Sampled at aircraft altitude.
1

min per seedline (Super and Boe [1988] show effects from
individual seedlines lasting 30-40 min over the Grand Mesa).
Given variations in LWC and restrictions in treating the entire
volume of air during a normal 3-hr seeding operation, seeding
effects at the ground may only be occurring 50 percent of the
time effects are expected. This might lead to an additional 0.6
mm total precipitation in 3 hours. It is interesting to note that
in the Israeli 1 experiment increased precipitation related to
cloud seeding was only 1.9 mm per experimental day (Wurtele
1971).
If one looks at reported seeding increases from seeding programs utilizing ground-release methods for the experimental
unit length used, augmented precipitation rates can be calculated (table 3). These appear to be consistent between project
sites and consistent if not slightly smaller than the directly
observed effects. A summary of these seeding results combined
with physical observations and theoretical calculations performed with realistic liquid-water distributions yields the following.
1. In the presence of water saturation or ice supersaturation,
glaciogenic seeding will produce increases in ice-crystal
concentrations. The crystals produced are generally small
and compact over the temperature range of - 2° to - 15°C
due to local overseeding. Additional liquid water will be
necessary to produce accretional growth, or substantial
aggregation will be necessary (Prasad et al. 1989, pers.
comm.) to bring the particles to the ground usually 3050 min after treatment.
2. Observations show that in wintertime, widespread, shallow orographic clouds, liquid-water contents are low, the
temperature regime in which the liquid resides is relatively warm (0° to - 10°C), and the precipitation-rate
increases expected from seeding are necessarily small.
Actual observations show precipitation-rate increases due
to aerial seeding of 0.1 to 0.6 mm • hr" .
3. The area of treatment effect is larger for Agl than C0
because Agl continually nucleates until depleted, given
the presence of liquid water or ice supersaturations, whereas
C0 is only effective at producing ice crystals at the point
of release. For a 35-km long seedline and the rate increases described per seedline, C0 would yield «20
acre/ft (25 x 10 x m ) of additional water while Agl
1

2

2

2

3

3

TABLE

Seeding
Mode

3. Statistical inference of seeding effects on
precipitation rate.*

Location

Precipitation
Rate
Increases
By Seeding Seeding
mm • h
Method

Reference

_1

Ground California Mooney & Lunn
(PG&E)
1969
Ground Colorado Chappel et al. 1971
(Climax)
Ground Montana
Super 1986
(Bridger)

0.1

Agl

0.1-0.7

Agl

0.3

Agl

* These results have been questioned in a series of articles (Rangno
and Hobbs 1987).

would yield ^40 acre/ft (50 x 10 x m ). Using Aglacetone burners on an aircraft is the least expensive seeding method and provides the highest yield of nuclei.
Therefore, it is recommended that Agl-acetone burners
be utilized rather than C0 , even at temperatures near
— 5°C. At higher temperatures C0 or propane would be
the appropriate seeding agents.
4. For ground delivery, it has been observed that plume
lateral spread is approximately 15° and vertical transport
is approximately 1000 m above the generator height. Assuming the generators are properly located, and the material reaches to at least the -5°C level, precipitation
increases of approximately 0.1 mm hr might be expected. Ground-delivery induced precipitation increase is
lower than that from aerial delivery because the residence
time of particles in cloud is less for ground delivery,
producing smaller particles.
3

3

2

2

-1

5. Modeling efforts

Modeling studies are an important part of a cloud-seeding program. These models can include conceptual models (Flueck
1986) as mentioned in this report, diagnostic numerical targeting models, microphysical growth models, two-dimensional
time dependent models (Oroville et al. 1984), and sophisticated
three-dimensional nested grid models. Each has a specific role
to play in the conduct and evaluation of a seeding program.
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The utility of two types of numerical models will be reviewed
here.
The first to be discussed is the diagnostic models utilized
for determining appropriate seeding locations. Hobbs (1975a)
described such a model used in the Cascades and Rauber et al.
(1988) describe a similar two-dimensional model utilized in
SCPP. The SCPP model utilizes upper-air soundings obtained
near the foothills and at the crest of the Sierra Nevada to provide
the input necessary to calculate the m, V, and w, wind profile
over the barrier. This model-produced wind field has been
shown to represent the wind flow as verified by in situ aircraft
survey flights. Parameterized microphysics, using the results
of Ryan et al. (1976) (now one could use the more explicit
results shown by Prasad et al. 1989, pers. comm.) and observed
fall velocities (e.g. Locatelli and Hobbs 1974), allow calculation of particle trajectories. The combination of these two
processes allows determination of the seeding-line location
needed to correctly target a specific area on the ground. Similar types of calculations, using appropriate dispersion estimates,
are being tested for ground releases.
More sophisticated models such as Clark and Farley's (1984)
three-dimensional time-dependent, primitive-equation, nestedgrid model offer the promise of modeling the more complex
thermodynamic and microphysical processes taking place over
the mountain. These models are beginning to show promise in
reproducing the observed horizontal and vertical windfields for
storm situations over mountains, and further showing that liquid-water regions should appear low over the mountain as observed. Unfortunately, we are a long way from understanding
the complex microphysical processes occurring in even simple
orographic clouds. Additional laboratory studies combined with
field observations and seeding experiments will be needed before these models can be sufficiently improved to address such
issues as ''extra-area" effects associated with seeding.
Having details of the three-dimensional windfield may allow
selection of appropriate ground generator sites to improve seeding material delivery. This might help address the feasibility
of attempting a seeding program in a given location. As computers increase in speed and capacity and our knowledge increases, more sophisticated models will be developed. Once
these models can be appropriately verified, as is being attempted by the WMO (1986) for currently available models,
they could be applied to new geographic locations in an attempt
to understand the complexities of flow fields and precipitation
mechanisms in these areas. Unfortunately these models are
probably many years away.
6

6. Summary and future direction

In this review, we have simplified and generalized the very
complex processes taking place in winter orographic clouds.
The variability of SLW and cloud ice (including primary and
secondary nucleation processes [see Hobbs and Rangno 1985])
are significant. However, these are problems that tend to mask
"Extra-area" refers to seeding effects occurring outside the intended target area. Those effects might be related to both increases or
decreases in precipitation as a result of the seeding.
6

or compete with the seeding effects. We have tried to describe
what has been observed and to show that a physically consistent
picture is beginning to emerge. This picture may be less optimistic than one would like, due mainly to low and highly
variable liquid-water contents observed and the temperature
regime of SLW. However, those programs defined in the introduction that have statistically inferred precipitation increases
from seeding are consistent with the physical observations taken
in close proximity, and are further substantiated by theoretical
particle growth models. With a better understanding of nucleation mechanisms and transport and dispersion processes the
stage is set for developing new strategies for seeding-agent
delivery.
There is a continuing need for research efforts to document
the physical-links in the chain of effects leading to winter snowpack augmentation. Also, studies such as those conducted in
the Bridger Range are very important. These types of studies
are providing the critical scientific plausibility to statistically
inferred precipitation increases. A great deal of progress has
been made to date and results presented here have begun to
provide limits to anticipated effects from seeding, at least for
the types of clouds and liquid-water contents described. Larger
sample sizes are needed to confirm the reproducibility of these
results. With the current level of sophistication in measuring
equipment, it is possible to document the effects taking place
in individual aerially released seedlines. Therefore, one could
randomize on a per seedline basis, thus greatly expanding the
sample size necessary to reach statistical significance without
a 10-year randomized program, which is not possible in today's
budgetary environment. Tracer studies incorporating both Agl
and SF are providing information useful in determining the
potential effectiveness of ground-based seeding. The combination of these tracer studies with diagnostic target schemes
(section 5) may allow reliability in targeting specific areas on
the ground. Adaptation of PROFILER (Hogg et al. 1983) technology to winter cloud seeding is also needed. A network of
PROFILERS will allow excellent monitoring of changing wind,
temperature, and liquid-water fields that can be incorporated
into these simple models for updating operational decisions.
Another major step forward has been the application of an
icing-rate meter to ground operations for monitoring icing near
the barrier. By providing a real-time readout of icing plus
temperature and wind information, better implementation of
ground seeding can be performed.
Seeding delivery remains a critical problem. This along with
the lack of a time-dependent nucleant at higher temperatures
(> — 5°C) still limits the utility of ground and aerial seeding
in the warmer and more moist storms. There is obviously much
work to be done in this important area.
6

7
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The State of California is now designing a winter cloud-seeding
program utilizing liquid propane as a seeding agent (Vardiman et al.
1971) released along the crest of the Sierra Nevada. Icing-rate data,
along with temperature, wind speed, and wind direction telemetered
to the project headquarters will be utilized to make real-time seeding
decisions.
7
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